
Create a poster showing how you solved the problem: 
Mary and Jason are building a flower garden where each plant has its 
own special place in the garden.  Jason is going to Home Depot to buy 
bricks to separate the flowers and Mary is going to Wilson farms to buy 
the flowers.  Mary will call Jason and tell him how many flowers she 
bought.  Jason wants to be able to quickly figure out how many bricks to 
buy based on the number of plants Mary buys.  Help Jason get ready.



Gallery Walk 

- What do you notice about the solutions?  

- What do you wonder about the solutions?  
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Who Am I?  





 “To develop strategic competence and adaptive 
reasoning, students need opportunities to share and 

compare their solution strategies and explore alternative 
solution paths.” (Suh, 2007) 



Why go Digital?  



Why go Digital?  

Presenter:

● Voice, Video
● Online tools 

images
● Create digital 

gallery
CueThink

https://app.cuethink.com/#/externalview/anchddunrf5c7kgv


Why go Digital?

Audience:

● Better comprehension
● More Processing time
● Ownership of questioning
● Asynchronous 

VoiceThread



Why go Digital?

"The word assess comes from the Latin assidere, which 
means to sit beside. Literally then, to assess means to sit 

beside the learner." 

(Evangeline Harris Stefanakis, 2002, p.9)

Desmos



Explore & Share: Tools 



Explore & Share: http://tinyurl.com/VirtualPosters 
1) Create a Virtual Poster for the “Tile Problem.”  
2) Share a link to your work on Padlet
3) Look at two other people’s representations and 

write on a sticky note: 
○ a connection to your work 
○ a constructive feedback
○ a compliment

Tweet your poster @sspillert #nycmp #25conference #makemathsocial

http://tinyurl.com/VirtualPosters


Virtual Poster Debrief

● What are the similarities and differences 
of digital vs traditional posters?

● What benefits do virtual posters have over 
traditional posters?  

● What are the drawbacks of virtual posters?  



Making Virtual Displays Work

● Select tasks that encourage multiple strategies.



See what strategies students choose



Assign different representations for students to 
create and then compare



Structure the feedback process

● One thing you did well was…
● If you did … it would help …
● A connection between our 

representations is ...



No small task… 
“Teachers must create dynamic classroom environments in which 

students are allowed to take ownership of the discussions at hand.  

For many teachers, making the transition to promoting student-

directed investigations is  no small task. “
(Frykholm, 2001)
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